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Alerting and GPS locating system for those who wander

Designed specifically for the “at-risk” market, in particular those that 

are prone to wandering (i.e.: Alzheimer’s, Dementia & Autism), the 

Blackridge GPS Watch provides caregivers and loved ones a greater 

degree of safety and peace of mind, day and night.

Introduced to the market in late 2016, the Blackridge GPS Watch is 

not only the smallest, lightest and most aesthetically pleasing GPS 

Watch technology on the market, but it is fully loaded with features 

which allow for greater freedom and mobility to those who may be at 

risk to wandering.  

The ability to have a two-way voice conversation directly to the watch 

allows for immediate communication, while at the same time providing 

a highly accurate GPS locate every minute. Viewable on Google maps 

on any iPhone or Android smartphone, care providers will know the 

exact location of the GPS Watch at all times.

Worried about the watch being removed? The Blackridge GPS Watch 

allows for the watch strap to be locked so that a special tool is 

required for removal. Also, the watch is equipped with an alert 

removal notification, which will allow care providers to be aware when 

the watch has been removed, if the lock strap option is not chosen.

Other common challenges, such as battery life and waterproof have 

also been addressed by the Blackridge GPS Watch. Go up to 4 days 

in between charges and apply our waterproof shield to bring the watch 

up to an IP66 rating.

Finally technology has caught up to wandering prevention 

requirements and is now available at a low cost from BLACKRIDGE 

Solutions.

“When safety and peace

of mind is important”

Two-way Voice Communication

The watch has the ability to make and receive 

cellular based voice calls

Lockable Watch Strap

Requires special tool to unlock. Ensures the watch 

can not be removed by the individual, if preferred

Long Battery Life

Go up to (4) days in-between charges. Battery level 

is displayed on the front of the watch

Waterproof

A waterproof shield is available for the watch

Detailed GPS Tracking (Indoors/Outdoors)

New GPS locates are provided every minute and 

are viewable on the smartphone app

Panic Button (SOS)

The watch has a Panic button on the side to allow 

for an immediate call out to up to (16) pre-defined 

telephone numbers, along with providing a current 

GPS locate

Geofencing

Define one or multiple areas on a map and be 

made aware automatically when the watch enters 

or exits the area

Step Counter

The front display of the watch shows how many 

steps the user has taken during the day

Alarm Clock

The watch will provide an audible alarm at specific 

dates and times, alerting the user of a specific task 

or event that has been pre-defined

Safety for Alzheimer’s, Dementia & Autism
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

Is the cost of the GPS Watch and Service Plan covered by Medicaid or Private Insurance?

ANSWER:  Yes, the GPS Watch and first year Service Plan are covered – USA Only (Inquire for further details)

How heavy is the GPS Watch and what wrist size will it fit on?
ANSWER: The GPS Watch is very light … only 2.2 oz and can fit a wrist between 5 ½” - 8 ½”

Besides the purchase price for the GPS Watch ($129.99 USD), are there any other costs involved?
ANSWER: Yes, a Monthly Service Plan of $29.95 is required for the GPS data & voice and a one-time $50.00 Activation Support Fee

Does the Monthly Service Plan require a minimum commitment period?

ANSWER: No, the Service Plan is billed monthly to a credit card and can be cancelled at any time at no charge.

Is the GPS Watch waterproof?
ANSWER: Yes, with the purchase of our Enhanced Waterproof Shield, the watch is then rated at IP-66 (Heavy spray, no submersion)

Does the GPS Watch have an option to lock the watch strap so that it can’t be removed?
ANSWER: Yes, with the purchase of our Enhanced Locking Strap, a special tool is required to unlock the watch strap

How frequently will the GPS Watch provide a GPS locate?
ANSWER: The GPS locates can be set to automatically report every minute or on-demand

Does the GPS Watch have an SOS button for emergency situations?
ANSWER: Yes, by pressing on the SOS button, the GPS Watch will automatically begin calling pre-defined phone numbers

Can I call the GPS Watch and listen unannounced to the environment where the watch is?
ANSWER: Yes, the GPS Watch provides a “listen in” feature. This feature can be disabled, if required, for privacy purposes.

Can I see a historical trail of GPS locates showing where the GPS Watch has been?
ANSWER: Yes, the smartphone app allows you to view a historical breadcrumb trail, selectable by date and time

How many care providers can access the secure smartphone app?
ANSWER: You can assign up to (16) care providers per GPS Watch

Can the GPS Watch provide entry and exit alert notifications for pre-defined locations (geofences)?
ANSWER: Yes, you can be notified when the GPS Watch enters and/or exits up to (8) pre-defined locations

Can the GPS Watch alert me if the user has taken it off?
ANSWER: Yes, the GPS Watch has a light sensor on the back of it to allow for removal notification

Can the GPS Watch alert me on pre-defined specific dates and times (ie: medications, appointments, etc.)
ANSWER: Yes, you can set up dates and times for the GPS Watch to sound a notification reminder

How will I know when the GPS Watch requires recharging and how frequently is that required?
ANSWER: The GPS Watch provides a battery level on its display, and it is recommended to be recharged every (4) days

Can the GPS Watch be powered off by the individual wearing it?
ANSWER: No, the GPS Watch can only be powered off through the smartphone app

Can the GPS Watch provide details as to the activity level of the user?
ANSWER:  Yes, the GPS Watch provides a step counter indicator on the front display


